From: Jeff Lewis <reformfaanow
gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Oct 12,2011 at 12:43 PM
Subject: Re: Scheduling the arbitration (Dec 12-16?)
To: Mark Wilson <mwilson@natcadc.org>, Jay Barrett <rkmedez@gmail.com>,
<mhull@natca.net>, Anna Jancewicz <ajancewicz@natcadc.org>

Mike Hull

Mark:
1 can work around almost any schedule; ifit is the week of 12/12 to 12/16, so be it. Please advise
me the key details 1 need to know, as far as where, and what days you will need me for (prep or
hearing) so 1 can arrange transportation and lodging. You have gathered by now that fixing our
FAA is a core mission to me right now, so you can expect I will do everything I can to help you
and Jay shine a bright light on these managers at this Arbitration. [1 do have other core missions,
too unrelated to FAA ...]
Also, please advise when we should talk about issues, witnesses, etc. Glen Rotella certainly needs
to have a chance to speak. He is extremely well represented in the records 1 have obtained in the
past two years. He could, too ...given that he offered to settle the ULP that led to this grievance,
that he was the Agency rep for this grievance (until Castrellon took it over around Sep-08), and
given that he witnessed Agency's ongoing Bad Faith mis-handling of this grievance. Also, given
that he handled the Papageorge 30-day arbitration (and was aware of the larger problem at CCR,
of a manager hounding his older employees into early retirement). He has a lot to say, and his
comments will destroy any wild claims A WP will proffer; frankly, 1 believe Glen is the sort of
ethical, do-it-right professional who wants to speak, to help clean this up (there is a reason he
chose to leave AWP in the final years of his LR/ER career).
Please let me know as you can. Thanks ...Jeff

On Wed, Oct 12,2011 at 11:57 AM, Mark Wilson <mwilson@natcadc.org>
The Arbitrator has offered the week of December 12-16.

wrote:

Jeff & Jay, are you available then? My preference would be to travel out on Monday, prepare
Mon eve. (some) and then Tues, and then have the Arb Wed/Thurs. Would that work for you?
The arbitrator also offered Dec 29/30 (Thurs/Fri), but that's not really workable for me.
Jeff, about Wikileaks: Don't do it. At least not before your hearing. We don't need to stir up
anything at the moment that's not going to help your case.

